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 As you examine these amazing adventures keep an open brain, deep inside lie concealed treasures that
you will be sure to get. You’ll also match their friends, who are very much like you, enjoying lifestyle and
every day learning something brand-new. These lessons from Dr. Hill will guide you all of your life
through right into a wonderful world of options that you never understood.Welcome to an incredible
Adventure you will not quickly forget of Oliver, Olivia, and Big Zeke who also you’ve not yet met.
-Havilah Malone and Diane Lampe Let the journey start as you Make Your Dreams BECOME A
REALITY.
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Where ARE YOU ? What took you such a long time ? Recommend for children of any age. Perform we
realize the position we are in , as instructors , parents ,guardians ,House schooled teachers , Private
&Public Academic institutions teachers ! It is a must-read in every primary school.. Useful Lessons are
trained in 17 short stories that are based on the 17 Ptinciples for Success by the Guru of Personal
Development & Developement Mr. Napolean Hill . The majority of mankind haven't exposed themselves
to these powerful principles and wonder why they fail ! No easy subject for adults!I thank the Author of
this book ! Lots of information condensed in a beautifully illustrated book. The Amazing Adventures of
Oliver Hill is a fabulous inspiring children's book in line with the renowned Napoleon Hill's award-
winning Think and Grow Rich. When given the opportunity to look at this publication, I was excited
about the whole idea despite the fact that I do not have children of my own. I am an admitted self-
improvement publication junkie and I am astonished by the lessons in such short story content. This
powerful reading is for children of all ages, simple lessons for adults as well! This principle also got
lessons of perseverance, operating together, importance of having a vision, resourcefulness, asking for
help, planning for what you need to accomplish, and learning to see things differently, even if it generally
does not end as planned.!!! Fantastic!! I truly want I would have been subjected to the success concepts
in Napoleon Hill's, Think and Grow Rich, in the way in which Havilah and Diane crafted the principles
into stories for kids. Awesome, awesome awesome we can finally teach our kids these fantastic
principles. These are lessons more important than half of the things taught in schools today.and
beyond!!!! Awesome read! I am long awaiting a book such as this , I knew it would show up ! Great
book! Like how meaningful the morals of the stories are for my child. Can't wait to read them again and
again as he ages!Highly recommend for children of any age. My nine season old daughter really enjoys it.
This book is a must! To help instill self-confidence and personality building in Kids.Overall, good plan to
take the classic Think that and Grow Rich and formulate it into a digestible format for the younger
generation. A Must Browse for Parents and Children for Discussions on Values and Pleasure within This
book is an excellent example of following the ideas it brings forth. What a wonderful way to inspire
children with their own untapped abilities to find happiness in life. Purchased this for my grandson, but it
has lessons for every ages! Important one for children! Kudos for helping to sow seeds of positive self-
worth and greatness in kids from an early age group (or whenever), providing helpful tools to be great
citizens and build effective lives. Thank you! Amazing Concept upon Napoleon Hill's Classic 'Think and
Grow Rich' First of all, I am familiar with Co-Writer Havilah Malone's altruistic use children. My
grandchildren, boys ages 4 and 1, will hear these tales again and again, as this book teaches seventeen
valuable principles for positive living today! So here's my take on it. Very short tales that the whole book
could possibly be read in a single night!..Once We started reading, We couldn't end and finished all 17
principles in one sitting!! The 4-year-old already enjoys The Amazing Lemonade Stand, story. The tales
are very readable and understand. What impressed me most is the brevity, rhyming technique used,
signifying and layered lessons (Like Theory #7 - Positive Mental Attitude (Olivia's New Bike).MANY
THANKS! Whether you're a reader or not this book is a Must have! Then there's Theory #16 - Budgeting
Time and Money (Pay Yourself First) which touches on managing time and money. What a remarkably
unbelievable opportunity we and the kids have ! Wow, this was an excellent tale to greatly help lay the
groundwork and good practices early. I was inspired by reading the tales and will only imagine the
motivation other adults will get when reading the tales to children.The foreword is an ideal introduction
to the stories as it emphasizes the significance of reading and its positive effect on children. After reading
the tales, there is a brief description of every principle which can be super helpful as children develop into
adolescence to young adults. It's as if the book could be a continuous reminder at any age group. And to
top it off, there is a book source section that breaks down resources for each of the principles. Valuable
Lessons! I'll probably read this over and over again to my six 12 months old. What schools might not



teach you!. Life many challenging and difficult questions are pleased through this beautifully illustrated
book ! I've never seen her grab a book on her very own unless I paid her to learn!! :-) A great gift for
family members (and YOURSELF)! I recently gifted this lovely book by Diane and Havilah Malone to my
10 year aged niece. She LOVES the illustrations, and the chapters making use of their life lessons for
achievement. Buying more books for her entire family so that they as a family -- adults and young ones --
can reinforce these amazing messages so they become of their family values to pass along to their friends
and extended family. THANK YOU both! Melissa Koelper This book is completely Amazing! I purchased
the reserve for my children who are 18, 7, and 4. My 18 year previous hates to learn and loved reading
this to her more youthful brother's!only a priceless gift for all children. Most of us read 3 tales a night
together so when a female that's 36 I wish one had come out like this when I was young!)Principal #13 -
Learning From Adversity and Defeat (From Ashes to Black Gold) reminded me of a children's version of
the mature short story Acres of Diamonds by finding treasure right at home.. A Goldmine of Timeless
Treasure for Children The "Amazing Adventures of Oliver Hill" is a goldmine of timely, fun-filled stories
to introduce young minds to timeless principles of Napoleon Hill. This book teaches children the most
powerful principles in the world !.. I can't wait to observe how these 17 Principles contribute to my
daughter and nieces sucesses!!! I think I'll go browse it again. It is an awesome read for children as well
as other visitors that desire to seek innovative ways to understand morals and values. The illustrations
depicted how the author wished to demonstrate each principle. ---- TC3 Great Lengths
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